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Pandora, the woman of gifts, was sent 
to Earth . She brought with her a jar, 
which was accepted as a gift from the 
Gods. When Pandora lifted the lid from 
the jar, there flew from it myriad plagues 
and evils, which wander amoung mankind . 
When by the will of Zeus the lid was 
replaced, only Hope remained trapped within 
the jar .. . held for Mankind. 

-- from "A Guide to Classical Mythology" 



Pandora's Hope 

The grim interior of a submarine. Tension in the pitch dark 
depths -- it's a close encounter with a lurking enemy sub. Is 
this World War Two? The encounter passes, and a test resumes -
the launch of a missile --

-- and from the calm sea surface an ultra-modern nuclear 
cruise-missile roars up into the atmosphere. 

Orbiting the Earth -- the U.S. Space Station. PANDORA tests 
equipment, scanning the Earth's surface for ore deposits by using 
a new method she is experimenting on. Pandora is an unusually 
young research scientist; niave, innocent, idealistic, a special 
sort of genius -- a sharp mind underlies her warm personality. 

Also aboard is DAVID, a scientist not a lot older than Pandora 
but cynical and hardened by his close work with the military; a 
man of lost faith, maybe even an alchoholic -- he managed to 
smuggle aboard a bottle of scotch. 

Meeting each other is a conflict right from the start. David 
insists that the miraculous device Pandora is on the verge of 
inventing will be used to give America an edge over the Soviets 
by being able, for the first time, to pinpoint the exact location 
of Soviet nuclear-warhead submarines, an edge that will enable an 
American first-strike. 

Pandora thinks he's disgusting -- after all, the President is 
about to give the new U.S. "Star Wars" satellite-based 
anti-ballistic-missile system to the Soviets as soon as it is 
deployed (rendering nuclear missiles of both sides useless). 
David smirks -- you really believe that? ( In fact, Washington is 
chaotically div ided over this issue.) 

Back on Earth, David discovers hints that Pandora's invention 
may really be used as he suggested. To him it's simply 
confirmation o f his hopeless resignation. 

Horrified, Pandora probes further and finds that, yes , she has 
been set up -- the seed of her research has already been planted 
for swift military development, possibly for use in a 
first-strike against the Russians, unbelievable as it seems. 

Pandora refuses to develop her invention. She is fired. David 
gives her his s ympathy . But then the real conflict begins -- she 
must destroy the evidence of her work that is now in the hands of 
others, while at the same time avo iding the CIA agents that are 
tailing her. She knows they are capable of using powerful, and 
painful, "brain-picking" techniques to get the information out of 
her, if it comes to that. 

Pandora destroys some evidence -- the result: she is accused of 
treason and is now a criminal on the run. 

Pandora pleads for David 's help, but by this point, despite his 
growing affection for her, he thinks she's crazy. He will have 
nothing to do with her. 



Determined to shut the "Pandora's box" she's opened, Pandora 
devises a means of avoiding the CIA, maybe by drawing on her 
scientific inventiveness. Soon she must get back to the Space 
Station to destroy crucial evidence left there. 

Pandora gets aboard the Space Shuttle by kidnapping and taking 
the place of a woman scientist who is supposed to be on board, 
and who no one had met before. 

In the Space Station is David, brooding over Pandora. Shocked at 
the extent of her commitment and resourcefulness, and the 
possibility that she might actually succeed, David develops a new 
respect for her. Soon they are close again, closer than before, 
sharing the tension, and before returning to Earth ... 

. . . they make love, in zero gravity. (Meanwhile, the police 
discover the kidnapped woman scientist.) 

Now Pandora expects him to help her, and she ' s doubly hurt when 
he still can't commit himself. 

On touchdown, Pandora is arrested. As they lead her away, David 
suddenly jumps to the rescue and they escape together. 

Together they elude pursuit and destroy the last remaining 
evidence. And now, to escape for good . .. 

They devise a plan, a way to escape to asylum in South America. 
But they need the help of Pandora's step-father, GREGORY, a 
scientific military advisor to the President. 

On reaching Gregory they discover, to Pandora's horror, that it 
is he who had set up the scheme to use her invention, right from 
the very start ... 

As a child, Gregory escaped Russia after seeing his parents 
tortured and killed as dissidents under Stalin. He hates 
totalitarianism, he hates Russians . He is furious that the 
President may be about to hand over their new satellite defense 
system to the Soviets. He believes it will lead only to further 
escalation, or to conventional war. He feels the Russians will 
always be a threat, and must finally be stopped -- but he can't 
justify getting Americans killed in the process. 

The moment the U.S. "Star Wars" system goes into effect, there is 
one way for the U.S. to make a first-strike without getting any 
Americans killed -- you guessed it : by being able to detect all 
the Russian submarines . 

Gregory loves his step-daughter, and has cultivated her genius 
for what he feels is right and good. He has a way to trigger a 
false alarm in the Early Warning System that will force the 
President to immediately "push the button". 

They must stop Gregory. Thwarting the use of her invention was 
not enough. Even now, other scientists are hard at work 
developing other ways to do the same thing. Gregory may still 
succeed . But Pandora is torn, she loved her step-father -- and 
now it is David who insists they act. 

They try to expose Gregory's plan, but they are blocked on all 
sides by the CIA. 



They must stop him themselves. Because of the CIA' s 
"brain-picking" techniques, David tracks Gregory alone. Gregory 
is on his way to witness a test of a new submarine-detection 
system, a test held in a nuclear sub deep in the ocean. 

David gets captured aboard the sub with Gregory. Pandora must 
act. She knows exactly where the sub is "hovering" for its test. 
She gets ahold of a special deep-sea diving "space-suit", and 
then . . . 

Pandora descends into the depths toward the submarine far 
below. The sub is equipped with infrared spotlights and cameras 
that can see the eerie ocean floor - - and Pandora, floating 
before them. 

Pandora boards the sub. She and Gregory finally meet. She 
draws a gun on him . But then they talk, and Pandora becomes 
weakened and confused at the apparent reasonableness, oh so 
smooth and rational, of her step-father, the man she always 
respected. 

He is manipulating her into danger, and David sees it. David 
breaks free, attacks Gregory, and in the struggle --

David is forced to kill Gregory. In her grief, Pandora helps 
David take the Captain of the sub hostage and commandeer the 
nuclear submarine. 

They tamper with the navigation computer so that no one but they 
know where they are heading. 

Finally, near land, they abandon ship in their deep-sea suits, 
with a life raft, having fixed the sub to wander aimlessly, 
unable to surface, giving them ample time to find refuge in South 
America. 


